National Compliance and Ethics Week Scavenger Hunt:
Find the Seven Elements of an effective compliance and ethics program around campus to win prizes!

Based on the clues below, find each of the seven elements hidden around the outside edge of the Main Quad during Stanford’s Celebration of National Compliance and Ethics Week between November 7th – 11th. Submit the element title and the crimson color words or phrase for the seven elements to: compliance@stanford.edu to win the grand prize.

The first 5 to submit the correct crimson words of at least 5 of the 7 elements will win the grand prize of a Stanford long sleeved t-shirt in your size. The next 25 people will win a phone wallet and a laptop camera cover. Only one grand prize winner per department please.

Scavenger Hunt Clues:
1. Under where you can talk with the world while tethered by coins and old technology.
2. Passing studies of the mind, under a corner mass of information.
3. It’s time for a picnic, don’t forget to check under your plate!
4. A great pillar of color and information, look to the top with a better view of the library of rocks.
5. On the base of a row of gears, rubber, and locks near a white beacon keeping all safe from flame.
6. A little further East the white beacons have multiplied to three protecting the colored light and surrounding nature.
7. Near a busy circle I can hear many rings as I hide in the shade behind the day’s knowledge.

To fold the paper airplane, fold each numbered dotted line in order ensuring the dotted line is on the outside of the seat for 1, 2, and 5 and on the inside of the seat for 2, 4, and 6.
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Let Your Ethics Soar

By Jalal Clemens, Compliance Program Manager

At Stanford, we pride ourselves on being an honor and trust driven culture expecting each contributor to decide and execute with integrity and without bias. Compliance and ethics takes effort; however, without the investment, we risk losing our credibility and reputation as a world leader in teaching, learning, and research.

Each person’s culture, beliefs and daily experience are the core starting point for ethical decisions. With our diverse community, it is important to think and talk about how our ethical perceptions and interpretations fit Stanford’s vision and mission, its Code of Conduct and Policies, and other relevant governmental regulations. A strong common baseline will help our compliance and ethics consistently soar high in a variety of environments.

Many situations can also influence the height of an individual’s integrity in any given moment. These pressures range from potential grant changes, to the rapid pace required to be the first to discover or publish an innovative idea, to the basic instinct to save face when a mistake is made. We must be consciously aware of pressures and adjust actions to ensure our integrity soars high.

Do you have a difficult decision to make?

**ASK FOR HELP**

- Contact your supervisor, the Ombuds, Human Resources, or the Compliance and Ethics Helpline.
- If you are still unsure, contact the Office of Compliance and Ethics or the Office of the General Counsel.
- Let’s do the right thing

**DO NOT PROCEED**

- There may be serious consequences

**Is it legal?**

- Maybe  Yes  No

**Does it align with Stanford Values and Policies?**

- Maybe  Yes  No

**Would you feel comfortable if others knew about it or did it?**

- Maybe  Yes  No

**Would you want to read about it in tomorrow’s news?**

- Maybe  Yes  No

**Proceed**